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Come and explore the full spectrum of this vibrant lifestyle centre.
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With the arrival of Nexus, urban leisure now has a new definition. Being
home to an exciting mix of F&B and lifestyle brands, this new bustling
destination is part of the award winning flagship development by UOA
Group. Located in the heart of Bangsar South, the 350,000 square feet
landmark is styling the neighbourhood into a thriving integrated urban hub.

Souled Out

All information contained herein is correct at the time of printing. Whilst every reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this printed material, UOA Group cannot be held liable for any errors
and/or omissions caused.

| introduction |

A Dynamic Integrated City
Development Of Endless Potential
As a highly sought-after address amongst today’s discerning urbanites, Bangsar South
is a fully integrated urban formation that spans over a land area of 60 acres. With an
estimated Gross Development Value (GDV) of RM10 billion and a forecasted population
of 35,000 upon completion, the commercial cum residential development by UOA
Group is destined to be the preferred business and lifestyle hub within Kuala Lumpur’s
dynamic cityscape that stands ahead with its central location, excellent internet and
transport connectivity plus a host of retail, service and recreational facilities.
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THE PARK RESIDENCES

THE VILLAGE

THE VERTICAL

THE HORIZON

CamelLia Serviced Suites /
Capri by fraser

Bangsar South’s masterplan is derived from 6 components comprising The Park
Residences, The Vertical, The Horizon, The Village, The Sphere, and the newly
launched Nexus.

The PARK Residences

The Park Residences comprises 7
blocks of condominiums that feature
resort style living, top-notch security
and exclusivity.

The VERTICAL

The Vertical features iconic high rise
ofﬁce towers and a proposed hotel. The
Grade A ofﬁce suites are purpose built
with the latest high technology features
to suit the individual needs of business
owners.

The HORIZON

The aesthetically appealing office
towers at The Horizon offer world
class Information & Communications
Technology (ICT) infrastructure and its
Phase 2 development is built according
to GBI Malaysia specifications.

The VILLAGE

The Village is the gateway to the entire
Bangsar South development, and is home
to the UOA Property Gallery, as well as a
host of dining and convenience outlets.

The Sphere

The Sphere is designed to provide a wide
spectrum of retail options, including a
supermarket, bank, cafés, restaurants
and specialty outlets that cater to the
modern living needs of the community.

NExuS

As the latest addition to Bangsar South,
Nexus is a vibrant food-centric lifestyle
centre that offers a plethora of dining,
shopping and lifestyle options over 5
levels of urban leisure space.

Convenience and comfort for the community:
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6-ACRE PARK
Award winning verdant greenery
for community enjoyment.

PEDESTRIAN LINK BRIDGES
Enhanced
public
access
via elevated walkways and
connectivity links.

SHUTTLE SERVICE
Complimentary service for
convenient access within
Bangsar South.

LRT
Served by 2 LRT stations
within walking distance for
commuting convenience.

THE SPHERE
Artist's Impression
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A NEW URBAN
LEISURE LANDMARK.

THE PLACE TO BE.

Nexus is proud to present Malaysia’s best loved brands that are
favoured for their concepts and lifestyle cultures, all under one roof.
Visitors are treated to a unique experience with a myriad of food
and lifestyle options, which include local and international names
thoughtfully selected for their refreshing offerings. In addition to
the extensive stable of brands, Nexus is complemented by The Oak
Room, an exclusively new executive club, and Connexion@Nexus, an
entire level of purpose-built facility dedicated to all your event needs.
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

THE OAK ROOM

Satisfy your cravings with choices aplenty. Bringing together some
of Malaysia's most popular culinary experiences and international
favourites, Nexus promises you a feast to remember. Savour the lively
ambience as you treat your taste buds to a plethora of flavours for any
occasion - be it breakfast, brunch, lunch, tea time, dinner or even supper.
From social gatherings to casual business meets, there is something
for everyone.

Featuring a classic, contemporary design, The Oak Room offers a unique
private club ambience that provides the perfect setting for the business
community to dine, wine and relax. Ready to impress, the executive club
comprises elegantly appointed dining and leisure areas that come with
a superior level of service excellence. It is the venue of choice for those
occasions where business and pleasure meet.

LIFESTYLE & WELLNESS

CONNEXION@NEXUS

In the lifestyle section, Nexus offers a carefully balanced choice of
services that caters to your daily lifestyle needs and indulgences. The
wellness component at Nexus aspires to be a beauty care destination,
created with the purpose of facilitating relaxing sessions for your body,
mind and soul. An ideal place for you to unwind, get pampered and flaunt
it afterwards.

This increasingly popular venue sets the platform for any group event be it for personal or business needs. Connexion@Nexus has a diverse
selection of modern and versatile spaces to cater to a variety of events
from banquets, weddings, business conferences and meetings to private
parties and intimate ceremonies.
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Souled Out

| FOOD & BEVERAGE |

FLAVOUR
YOUR
PALatE

Starbucks Coffee

Dao Xiang

Looking for something deliciously new? Then embark
on a culinary world tour at Nexus. Wrap your taste
buds around an international selection of Japanese,
Korean, Spanish, Chinese, American, Thai and, of
course, Malaysian cuisines and be spoilt for choice
daily. Come and savour our compilation of the best
recipes and flavours.
Bon appétit!

The Library Coffee Bar

PappaRich Dining

Souled Out

Edo Ichi

Eau De Vie

Thirdwave
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Chili Espresso

Nexo Restaurant & Bar
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THE LIBRARY COFFEE BAR

Coffee & coffee cocktails Galore

Fall in love with a brand new coffee experience with 100%
organic fair trade certified coffee beans. There is a wide
variety of flavours for any coffee drinker - from milk, soya
and normal hot chocolate to premium chocolate blocks,
hazelnuts, almonds and more. If you feel like having a little
bit more punch, cocktails are the interesting alternative. For
the sweet tooth, chocolate is also a big part of The Library
Coffee Bar. Otherwise, you can order the signature waffle with
its different savoury sides. This is the best hang out place - a
nice change of scene.

Iced Caramel Latte

Level G-2A
+603 2856 9329
 www.facebook.com/thelibrarycoffeebarMY



Banana Waffle
With Ice Cream

ViÑa del rey

Classic & REFINED

Imagine yourself in the sun-kissed hills of the Iberian
Peninsula or the hardy mountains of South America.
Order one of your favourites from the finest selection
of wines as Viña Del Rey - meaning 'Vineyard of the
Kings' in Spanish - has it all. Here, unforgettable dining
memories and the pleasures flowing from the bottle’s
mouth are simply irresistible.

PAPPARICH DINING

Great food is best enjoyed together
Celebrating the togetherness of family and friends in Nexus is PappaRich
Dining, the latest dining concept by well-known local brand PappaRich. Inspired
by the traditional family meals of Malaysian culture, PappaRich Dining offers
communal style dishes based on recipes passed down through generations,
made to be shared by everyone at the table.

Accompanying the vintages are light bites as well as
seasonal mains and desserts that are served with
uncompromising quality. No wine tasting would be
complete without the embraces of nature, as the
outside gazebo - elegantly decorated with foliage - can
attest to.

The homegrown brand with international presence presents diners with
authentic flavours of Malaysian delights, using choice ingredients infused with
PappaRich's love and passion for food. Enjoy all-time favourites such as curry
fish head, ayam masak merah, sweet and sour crab meat series, and curry
lamb, on top of almost 160 other menu items.

Level G-1
+603 2242 2878
 www.facebook.com/vinadelreykl



Level G-5
+6017 300 3150
 www.papparich.com.my/dining


Fresh Water Prawn Egg Noodles
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Salmon Fillet Curry
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Chili Espresso

Local Cuisine. Contemporary Style.
With its urban, contemporary décor and tasteful utilitarian furnishing,
Chili Espresso epitomises the perfect combination of ambience and
cuisine; a fine blend of affordability, savouriness and quality.
Indulge your senses with classic local favourites such as mee mamak
and penang curry mee, or international delectables in the likes of
double cooked duck linguine and pan seared farmed barramundi.
What’s more, Chili Espresso experiments with its recipes using new
ingredients for different tastes every time. Its innovative flavours are
sure to be crowd pleasers every step of the way.
Level G-6
+603 2242 2632
 www.facebook.com/ChiliEspresso



Nasi Goreng Kampung

Eau De vie

Dining & WINING With Finesse

Gloria Jean’s coffees

Eau de Vie (pronounced as oo-de-vie, meaning 'Water of
Life’ in French) goes way beyond mere drinking and eating.
This trendy retail and bar concept outlet has an enviable
collection of wines, whiskies and spirits - be it for dinein enjoyment or take-out for those who prefer to indulge
within the comfort of their home.

BREWING WITH LOVE

Known for its passion and menu versatility, each drink and dish at
Gloria Jean’s Coffees are made with love, whether it is for breakfast,
lunch, snack or dinner. Perennial favourites including the special
espresso blend and crème brûlée are complemented by its gourmet
range of soups, pastas and sandwiches.

EDV Mixed Grill

Grab a bite, have a sip and get ready to be blown away.
Level G-7
+603 2242 3216
 www.gloriajeanscoffees.my

Starring alongside its drinks library is Eau de Vie’s kitchen
that showcases the finest seafood selection. From the
freshest oysters and mussels to tantalising tapas, food here
is passionately prepared to let you enjoy a wonderful dine-in
experience of great value in a vibrant space.



Level G-3
+603 2242 3118
 www.facebook.com/eaudevieMY


Lychee Martini
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Beyond veggie by secret recipe

Deliciously Meatless

If meat is not your thing, do not fret. Secret Recipe has paid attention. The modern
and refreshingly healthy meat-free dining concept, Beyond Veggie, has been
drawing in the crowd. This might just be the most successful vegetarian chain so
far - the restaurant convinces with dishes that taste as good as they look.
Created free from any use of preservatives, MSG or artificial colours, the menu
spans Asian and Western favourites including creamy pesto, red yeast fried rice
and sesame spaghetti, so that customers can enjoy deliciously healthier choices
from tasty exotic dishes and flavours. And, if you are salivating over the array of
desserts, try the signature eggless cake in cheese or cream.
Level G-8
+603 2242 1473
 www.secretrecipe.com.my


Fried Rice

Red Yeast Mee Sua Soup

Edo ichi

Experience a sophisticated twist on the traditional Japanese izakaya
style of informal dining at Edo Ichi. Its treasure trove of palatable
delights is designed with awe-inspiring creativity to combine the
simplicity and beauty of Japanese cooking with the nuances of the
west.
The ethos behind Edo Ichi is to deliver authentic flavours of the east
while respecting traditions of the past. Suited for occasions of genuine
pleasure, Edo Ichi is dedicated to offering an endless procession of
delectable dishes that caters for every palate - from a first timer to an
adventurous diner.

Una Cheese Roll

Level G-4
+603 2242 2022
 www.edoichigroup.com

Mango chili thai cafÉ

HeartWarming Temptations

Malaysians love all things sweet and spicy. Well look no further. Mango Chili
Thai Café offers appeal to seekers of higher sensations by serving up a menu
of creative Thai cuisine, prepared just as they are meant to be enjoyed. From
the fiery tom yum goong to the rich, aromatic curry, its great value dishes
are fantastically flavoured and heartily recommended. This quirky yet cosy
dining spot is a great place for those curious to discover Thai comfort food
with a modern twist whilst impacting lives. Their Food for Good project feeds
one hungry child for every meal you eat there (at no extra charge to you) - a
wonderful and meaningful way to enjoy your meal!
Level G-10
+603 2242 3737
 www.mangochili.my



Four Seasons of Freshness



Tom Yum Soup
Shake Yamakake Soba
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Seemeegai

Honjitsu No Tokusei Sashimi Moriawase
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nexo restaurant & bar

a fiesta of Spanish delights

Tuck into the world of Nexo for an enjoyable place to meet, drink and dine
with a host of tasty surprises from Spain. Nexo serves well executed culinary
creations that include a divine range of tapas, paella, suckling lamb leg and
imported Iberico meat (Spanish black pig). The lovely paella, slightly localised
for a tad of spiciness, is a chef recommended dish that will make you dream
of sunny Spain.
Besides having one of the largest single malt scotch collection, its bar also
offers an extensive selection of wine and alcoholic beverages including the
rarely found Schneider Weisse wheat beer - fermented with ale yeast that
creates a delightfully sweet and unforgettable pint.
Level G-13
+603 2242 2226
 www.facebook.com/nexorestaurant


Paella Valencia

Cochinillo

starbucks coffee

Simply Coffeelicious

tenmaya japanese cuisine

A Dedication to Authenticity

From the nation of technological wonders comes the aspiration
of Tenmaya, a Japanese paradise of taste. Be it raw succulence
or well-done elegance, it is time to pamper your inner gourmet
with air flown ingredients and fine condiments in a warm,
refined setting.

Japanese Wagyu
Teppanyaki

Raspberry Cheesecake

Chicken Bologna &
Cheese Croissant

Starbucks offers fresh, rich-brewed, Italian-style
espresso beverages, a variety of pastries and
confections, as well as coffee-related accessories and
equipment. Set in a relaxing environment with large
sofas and comfortable chairs, Starbucks' friendly
baristas are always delighted to make a cup that is just
right for you.
Sip away your worries while staying connected with
complimentary WiFi in a welcoming atmosphere that
comes with attentive service.

Look forward to the fabulous menu with a distinctive Japanese
sensibility. Each serving that goes out the counter is exquisitely
crafted and artfully presented with a contemporary twist. Relish
the appetising salmon ikura cheese maki and the piquant spicy
unagi tempura maki, or surprise yourself with the nabeyaki
udon that is guaranteed to be a belly brimful.

Level G-9
 www.starbucks.com.my

Level 1-6
+603 2242 3268



Salmon Ikura Cheese Maki
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tino’s pizza express

The Neapolitan Way

| FOOD & BEVERAGE |

Mr Tino Pizza

Take on a tempting adventure to Naples with an elevated pizza experience.
Each pizza here is marked as high quality by using the freshest ingredients,
naturally fermented dough and a hand-tossed base. Its final touch is oven
baking to perfection at high temperatures to achieve a famous crusty texture
both crispy and chewy at the same time.

souled out

Level G-15
+603 2242 0580
 www.facebook.com/tinospizzamalaysia



Peanut Butter Oreo

ENTICING TASTE BUDS WITH
LASHINGS OF LOVE
With the austere ambience of an industrial warehouse, Souled
Out’s minimalist yet colour-inspired atmosphere belies its
charm and warmth as the place for fun and celebration. Known
for its ever comforting SO Lip Smacking Food with the presence
of 4 kitchens; Western, Asian, Northern Indian and SO Pizza,
Souled Out impresses with its signature favourites including
fried beef noodles, chicken cordon ‘BLURR’, sizzling lamb cutlet
and sake san pizza. Thirst quenchers are the uniquely familiar
mojitos, fruity sangrias and lychee martini, wines, spirits, local
flavoured coffees and a neat potpourri of detox juices such as
the famous dragonfly juice.

dancing grill

A Different Grilling Perspective
At Dancing Grill, the Asian cuisine makes for more
fun and adventurous dining. Tantalise your taste buds
and discover a whole new palate at this unassuming
quick service restaurant. Its understated but flavourful
dishes include grilled BBQ chicken, grilled burgers,
pan fried chicken and fish, just to name a few. Being
the most important grilling companion, the sauces
- whether it is BBQ or sambal chilli sauce - are all
homemade with secret ingredients and an Asian twist.

Be it intimate family dinners or roaring nights out with friends,
Souled Out promises to put in its heart and soul in providing you
with dining encounters that are always ‘as good as a hug’.

Mojito

Sizzling Lamb Cutlet

Sake San Pizza

Level G-11 & G-12
+603 2242 3308
 www.facebook.com/souledoutbangsarsouth



Level 1-8
+603 2242 3223
 www.facebook.com/dgglobal



BBQ Chicken With Red & Green Sambal
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BBQ Chicken With Fries
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San Nae deul
korean restaurant

The Flavours of Korea

The Land of the Morning Calm has produced many
cultural exports, most famously its cuisine. This makes
San Nae Deul the gem of a restaurant for locals and
Koreans alike with its superb quality and friendly
service. Dining is centred around barbecue with a
smorgasbord of meats available in various marinades,
all made on the spot. For a more traditional way, you
can wrap those succulent cutlets with crisp veggies.
Whatever the selection, what good is a main dish
without scrumptious sides? Eating as the Koreans do,
the table will soon overflow with assorted banchan side
dishes. The only thing you need to worry about is more
room in your belly! Not a fan of barbecue? Then opt for
the smoldering bulgogi with that wholesome flavour
or silky and stringy japchae. Hopefully you will have
enough space for sweet surrenders.

thirdwaVe

Black Is In

The Thirdwave name is a nod to the appreciation of a fine cuppa. It is
a place for serious coffee drinkers and those who consider it a true
artisanal beverage. A go-to place when you need a mood booster. The
best news yet: only natural flavouring is used in its eclectic caffeine
range and mélange of teas since more of us are making the conscious
choice to live healthy.

Level 1-3 & 1-4
+603 2242 2373
www.facebook.com/pages/San-Nae-Deul-Korean
Bbq/203007899792968



Its specialty coffee brew, espresso and dessert bars also enable you
to experience inventive and little known dishes in the local scene such
as smørrebrød (Danish open-faced sandwich), the hidden gem (squid
stuffed risotto with charred watermelon) and many more. Thirdwave
also showcases the highest form of coffee appreciation with a simple,
fresh brewed black. It is not just a fad.
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Rabbit Brekky (Top) &
Big Brekky (Bottom)

Level 1-11
+603 2242 2126
 www.facebook.com/thirdwave.my



Chicken Salad With Rose
Apple Smørrebrød
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chatime

bubble teavolution
With a ubiquitous presence in Malaysia, Chatime is finally setting its footprint in Nexus.
This lifestyle tea giant with its jelly-like globules as its signature ingredient serves a
large variety of fresh concoctions using only the best imported tea leaves and quality
ingredients. Featuring more than 80 variations of authentic Taiwanese bubble tea, there
is always something to suit everyone's taste buds.

DAO XIANG chinese
cuisine restaurant

Level G-13A
 www.chatime.com.my

SOUTHERN CHINESE DELIGHTS

Journey through an enticing feast of Guangdong’s
timeless traditions at Dao Xiang. With copper-pots
to replicate that generational flavour of Shunde style
cuisine, Dao Xiang offers exceptional home-style
dishes of traditional Shunde elements combined with
contemporary twists and premium ingredients. Its
signature porridge steamboat and hotpot delicacies are
made with a fortifying broth and the freshest seafood. If
you are not in the mood for seafood or porridge hotpot,
there is a diverse catalogue of popular traditional and
contemporary Chinese dishes to whet your appetite and
evoke your senses for a memorable dining experience.
Level 1-13
+603 2242 4668
 www.daoxiang.com.my


Stewed Fish With Shrimps & Crabs

Fried Noodles With Soy Sauce

boost juice bars

REAL JUICE LIKE NO OTHER

Australian juice bar phenomenon, Boost Juice Bars,
has been juicing in Malaysia since 2009. Boost offers a
healthy alternative to fast food. Its menu features real
fruit juices, crushes and delicious low-fat smoothies
made with top secret TD4 (To Die For) low-fat frozen
yogurt. All products are at least 98% fat-free and no
artificial flavours, colours, sugar or water are added.
Drop by the lively store and satisfy your craving for an
excellent cup of Boost.
Level G-16A
 www.boostjuicebars.com.my
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Get
STYLED &
PAMPERED

Japan Home Centre

Lil' Elitehouse Montessori
Preschool And Mathlink Centre

Joys Beauty Garden

Start your day with a little personal indulgence and
experience the elixir of wellness at Nexus. Revitalise
your body and mind at the gym, or simply treat yourself
to a wellness pampering session. The choice is yours.

Twenty Sixth Street Nail
& Waxing Studio

Absolute Fitness
Sunfert@Bangsar South

Frank Salon

24
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Lil' Elitehouse Montessori
preschool and mathlink centre

Inspiring children WITH CREATIVE LEARNING

At Lil’ Elitehouse, childhood education and care is a delight. The highly regarded
premier preschool provides an exemplary one stop centre for childcare services,
contemporary learning and specialised programme offerings.

twenty sixth street nail &
Waxing studio

Your children’s welfare, development and all round wellbeing in a happy and nurturing
environment are its main priorities - bringing peace of mind to parents away from
their little ones. Advocating a learning through play approach to their development,
Lil’ Elitehouse engages in activities that promote and extend children’s curiosity and
awareness of their world. Every day is fun and different at Lil’ Elitehouse.

SHINING Beauty

Whether you want to pop in for a quick file and polish on a shopping trip, or you would rather
settle in for an afternoon of pampering treatments, check out the fabulous selection of services
- manicure, pedicure, waxing, ear candling, threading and more - at Twenty Sixth Street Nail &
Waxing Studio. Here, you can expect everything beyond the extraordinary, except for a hefty bill.
It is time to make yourself shine with an extra touch of glamour.

Level 2-1
+6012 335 9373
 www.lilelitehouse.com



Level 1-12
+603 2242 2626
 www.facebook.com/26thstreet



sunfert@bangsar South

Conceive your Dreams

Level 2-2
+603 2242 3211
 www.sunfert.com
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japan home centre

MYNEWS.COM

HOMEWARE ABOUND

Reader’s haven

The presence of functional and good quality products is sure to alert the
savvy shopper. More appealing to one’s frugal senses are startlingly low
prices. Japan Home Centre prides itself on its quality and pricing, where
innovative household goods and appliances are at one’s fingertips, making
all others pale in comparison. So, drop by and marvel at the cornucopia of
availabilities for your home.

Whatever you want, be it your daily news fix, the latest glossy magazine, that
cup of coffee or a hot snack on the way to work, you know you can count on
Mynews.com. Whoever you are, Mynews.com is ready to serve you whenever
you need it, come rain or shine from morning to night, 7 days a week. The one
stop shop also offers a variety of convenient services including Western Union
money transfers, ATMs, photocopying, phone and Touch 'n Go reloads as well
as self-serve food and beverages.

Level 1-10
+603 2242 2898
 www.japanhome.com.my



As a world class boutique fertility centre, Sunfert provides the
very best medical and evidence-based fertility services that can
assist you on your journey to parenthood. The centre has treated
more than 2,000 couples with Assisted Reproductive Technology
(ART) and achieved a success rate of more than 50%. With
a large IVF programme of about 600 cases per year, Sunfert
offers affordable and quality care with promising outcomes in
a serene and comfortable setting. Its comprehensive range of
fertility services and treatments include in-vitro fertilisation,
sperm and egg banking, advanced reproductive keyhole surgery
as well as fertility wellness programmes.

Level G-16B
 www.mynews.com.my
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FRANK SALON

stylinG REDEFINED

Have you ever had this thought of having the similar colour tone for your hair but still
look different and unique in a way? Or are you simply looking for a hairstyle change?
Look no further than Frank Salon, a name widely hailed as the symbol of excellence
for the ultimate hairdressing experience. Dedicated to the art of hair design, Frank
Salon is committed to providing professional hair care services with the greatest care
and attention in a relaxed and inviting atmosphere.

absolute fitness

ENERGISE YOUR BODY & SOUL
With the demands of modern life, squeezing time
for a workout is becoming more difficult. But
fear not - Absolute Fitness is your answer to a
convenient, comfortable and affordable modern
fitness centre. Equipped with state-of-the-art
facilities for the best workout possible, the gym is
dedicated to introducing awesome new ways to put
you through your paces.

Level 1-7
+603 2242 3109
 www.facebook.com/frank.salon



Its myriad of health programmes is designed by
a team of highly competent and trained fitness
professionals who will guide and monitor your
performance to ensure that you get the most
out of your workout by challenging your body,
mind and soul. Head on down today and let the
transformation begin.
Level 2-3
+603 2242 2760
 www.absolutefitness.com.my



JOYS BEAUTY GARDEN

REFRESH. RESTORE. REJUVENATE.
Immerse yourself in a wide range of invigorating beauty treatments that are customised
to your personal needs at Joys Beauty Garden. Its knowledgeable team of beauty
therapists is dedicated to delivering the highest standards of professionalism and great
customer service, giving you the confidence to relax completely and emerge refreshed,
rejuvenated and glowing.
Level 1-9
+6012 655 0578
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Lounge Bar

Karaoke Room

Grand Entrance

PRIVATE DINING & RELAXATION FOR THE DISCERNING
Elegant and sophisticated in style, The Oak Room is a new and exclusive executive club crafted to provide a uniquely private dining and networking experience for the
business community. Featuring 14,000 square feet of versatile space in a contemporary setting with an unrivalled level of service, the executive club comprises dining
and leisure areas that include a dining hall, four private rooms, a lounge bar, a wine room, two karaoke rooms, al fresco area, a sensory room and a reading room.
Its scrumptious classic dim sum delicacies and fine selection of evening cocktails will satisfy even the most discerning palate. Relaxing and engaging, The Oak Room
- with a seating capacity of up to 180 - is set to earn its place as a venue of choice for all your entertaining needs.

Seafood Nuggets

Chicken Char Siew Bao and
Ocean Prawn Dumplings

Creamy Cempedak Crêpe Parcel

Private Room

Level 3
+603 2386 9169
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Grand Nexus Ballroom

Auditorium

Ballroom Foyer

Function Room

GOING ABOVE & BEYOND YOUR EVENT NEEDS
Nexus is further complemented by Connexion@Nexus, the first fully integrated F&B and banqueting facility in the city. Located on the top level of Nexus, Connexion is
designed to provide maximum convenience and comfort for every occasion to meet the growing needs of a new and ideal venue option for the community. Covering a
floor space of 150,000 square feet, Connexion is an entire floor dedicated to all your banqueting, wedding, function, seminar, conference and corporate event needs.
Connexion boasts three pillarless ballrooms with high ceilings, four contemporary function rooms, a beautifully landscaped gazebo and a fully furnished auditorium.
Synonymous with all that is unique and creative, Connexion is poised to become an exceptional centre of business and leisure by offering the ideal venue for any
event – big and small – coupled with ample parking space in the highly accessible Bangsar South.
Level 3A
+603 2386 9188
 connexion.bangsarsouth.com
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GRAND BALLROOM
The Grand Nexus Ballroom offers
1,200 seating capacity for large
scale events including weddings
and banquets. It can be divided
into three individual ballrooms for
more intimate yet grand affairs.

FUNCTION ROOMS
A selection of four function rooms
- Spectrum, Prism, Continuum
and Reflexion - are available with
seatings for 250 pax that are ideal
for private events such as seminars,
talks and corporate lunches.

Gazebo

AUDITORIUM
A 297 seating capacity auditorium
with ultra modern facilities,
cutting edge audio visual and
lighting systems that are perfect
for a plenary session or staged
theatre production.

GAZEBO
A unique and exclusive outdoor
glass-clad gazebo to accommodate
special, intimate ceremonies and
celebrations surrounded by lush
greenery while overlooking the
city skyline.
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DIRECTORY

LOCATION MAP & DIRECTIONS

GROUND LEVEL
LEVEL 1

FOOD & BEVERAGE
G-1
G-2A
G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6
G-7
G-8

Viña Del Rey
The Library Coffee Bar
Eau De Vie
Edo Ichi
PappaRich Dining
Chili Expresso
Gloria Jean’s Coffees
Beyond Veggie
by Secret Recipe
G-9
Starbucks Coffee
G-10
Mango Chili Thai Café
G-11 & G-12 Souled Out
G-13
Nexo Restaurant & Bar
G-13A
Chatime
G-15
Tino's Pizza Express
G-16A
Boost Juice Bars

+603 2242 2878
+603 2856 9329
+603 2242 3118
+603 2242 2022
+6017 300 3150
+603 2242 2632
+603 2242 3216
+603 2242 1473

FOOD & BEVERAGE
1-3 & 1-4
1-6
1-8
1-11
1-13

+603 2242 3737
+603 2242 3308
+603 2242 2226

1-5
1-7
1-9
1-10
1-12

Mynews.com

LEVEL 3A

CONNEXION@NEXUS
Ballrooms
Function Rooms
Auditorium
Gazebo
+603 2386 9188
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+603 2242 2373
+603 2242 3268
+603 2242 3223
+603 2242 2126
+603 2242 4668

LIFESTYLE & WELLNESS

+603 2242 0580

LIFESTYLE & WELLNESS
G-16B

San Nae Deul
Korean Restaurant
Tenmaya Japanese Cuisine
Dancing Grill
Thirdwave
Dao Xiang Chinese
Cuisine Restaurant

Connexion@Nexus
Sales Gallery
Frank Salon
Joys Beauty Garden
Japan Home Centre
Twenty Sixth Street Nail &
Waxing Studio

+603 2386 9188
+603 2242 3109
+6012 655 0578
+603 2242 2898
+603 2242 2626

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

THE OAK ROOM

LIFESTYLE & WELLNESS

+603 2386 9169

2-1
2-2
2-3

Lil' Elitehouse Montessori
Preschool and Mathlink Centre
Sunfert@Bangsar South
Absolute Fitness

By Car
Easily accessible via Federal Highway, NPE
(New Pantai Expressway), SPRINT and LDP
Expressways.

+6012 335 9373
+603 2242 3211
+603 2242 2760

CAR PARK
Entrance A/Basement Car Park - located between
Nexus and Capri by Fraser.

By Train
Take the Light Rail Transit (LRT) and alight at
either Kerinchi or Universiti stations. Nexus
is a mere 15 minutes walk away. A covered
pedestrian bridge over Federal Highway
serves from Kerinchi LRT Station.

By Bus
Enjoy the convenience of RapidKL bus T631 from
Mid Valley to The Village at Bangsar South and
then hop onto the complimentary shuttle service
bus that takes you to designated pick up/drop off
points within Bangsar South.

To get to Connexion@Nexus - the most convenient
car park is at Level 3. More parking bays are
available at Level 2. On approach, if Nexus is on
your right, proceed straight ahead and take the
U-turn at the traffic lights. Keep left and turn left
into the road just before Nexus. Alternatively, you
can park your car at The Sphere and walk over to
Nexus via the pedestrian bridge.
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NEXUS
A NEW INTEGRATED
LIFESTYLE CENTRE AT

BANGSAR SOUTH

BANGSAR SOUTH CITY
NO. 7, JALAN KERINCHI
59200 KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
nexus.bangsarsouth.com

